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QUESTION NO: 1
Universal Containers (UC) has categorized its Products into three Product Families. When rendering a document, UC wants
to separate the Products into different Line Item tables by Product Family.
How should the admin meet the requirement in the most efficient manner?
A. Create a single Template Section, and use the Group Field functionality to ensure appropriate grouping by Product
Family.
B. Create a Template Section for each Product Family, and set up the appropriate filtering within each section using the
Filter field.
C. Create a single Template Section, and use the LineSortField special field to ensure appropriate grouping by Product
Family.
D. Create a Template Section for each Product Family, and set up the appropriate filtering within each section using the
Conditional Print field.

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 2
Universal Containers has a customer account with specific pricing.
Which two individual actions could the Admin take to set up a Contracted Price for this customer? (Choose two.)
A. Populate the Generate Contracted Price field on a Quote record.
B. Generate a Contracted Price via the Contracted checkbox on the Quote record.
C. Add a Partner to the Partner field on the Quote record.
D. Create a Contracted Price record related to an Account record.

ANSWER: A B

QUESTION NO: 3
Universal Containers has a series of required PDF documents that need to be attached to the output document when
generated. These PDF files are already stored in Documents.
What should the admin do on the Quote Template to meet this requirement?
A. Create a new Template Section for each PDF document.
B. Create a new Additional Document on the Quote Template for each PDF document.
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C. Select the correct Documents Folder from the Documents field on the Quote Template.
D. Reference each PDF Document in Custom Template Content records.

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 4
Sales reps at Universal Containers need to know which Quote Lines are Product Options for other Quote Lines within the
Quote Line Editor.
Which setting can the admin toggle to organize Quote Lines in the Line Editor based on the Quote Line's position within the
bundle?
A. Keep Bundle Together
B. Visualize Product Hierarchy
C. Enable Product Option Drawer
D. Preserve Bundle Structure

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 5
Universal Containers uses Contracted Pricing to set pricing for specific distributors and those distributors’ business units
(child accounts). Product A has a product family of Storage and a list price of $300. The parent account has a Contracted
Price set to $200 and a filter based on the product family of Storage. Which two ways can the Admin set Product A back to
list price on a business unit account?
A. Set Ignore Parent Contracted Prices to true on the parent contracted price.
B. Create a new contracted price for Product A on the business unit account with a price of $300.
C. Create a new contracted price record for Product A on the business unit account and set its Ignore Parent Contracted
prices to true.
D. Set Ignore Parent Contracted Prices to true on the business unit account record.

ANSWER: B D

QUESTION NO: 6
Universal Containers only sells-fid Products as part of a container Product. The admin wants to hide all lid Products from
Product Selection.
A. Set the Product Family value to Accessory.
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B. Check the Component checkbox.
C. Include lid Products in the description of container Products.
D. Check the Hidden checkbox.

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 7
Cloud Kicks creates detailed quotes for its customers which show the list of all items to be sent to each shipping location. A
number of customers have requested a summary overview to be appended that shows the total quantity of each product
added to the Quote, regardless of shipping location.
What should the admin do to meet the requirement?
A. Construct a series of roll-up summary fields on the Quote that store the sum of the quantities for each product and
subsequently render these fields on the output document.
B. Set the Roll-Up Field to the Product Name in the Quote Template Section and select Roll Up in the Quantity Line Item
Column.
C. Change the Group Field to Product Name on the Template Section and set the Summary Function to SUM on the
Quantity Line Item Column.
D. Construct a Summary Variable that calculates the total quantity for each product and render this on the output document
in a new section.

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 8
A sales user generated a Renewal Opportunity with Opportunity Products by using the Renewal Forecast checkbox on the
Contract. Near the end of the Contract, the sales user navigates to the Renewal
Opportunity and uses the New button from the Quotes Related list. The sales user notices the Renewal Quote is missing
some of the renewable Products. Preserve bundle structure on the Contract is set to True. What are two ways a sales user
should generate an accurate Renewal Quote?
A. Clone the original Quote and update Quote Type to Renewal.
B. Clone the original opportunity using the clone with Products button and use the New Quote in the Quote related
list.
C. Create Renewal Quotes using the Renewal Quoted checkbox on the Contract.
D. Create Renewal Quotes using the Renew Contracts button from the Account's Contract Related list.

ANSWER: C D
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QUESTION NO: 9
Universal Containers (UC) sells licenses set up as subscription Products. A UC sales rep has closed an Opportunity
associated to a Quote with a Subscription Term of 36 months. The sales rep and a customer have
agreed to a Quantity of 100 licenses for the term of the Contract.
The customer wants to decrease the license count to 80 licenses after the first year. After the second year, the Contract will
be amended again to increase the license count to 120 licenses.
After the sales rep amends the Contract to incorporate these changes, what are the respective Quantities of:
*The original Subscription
*The first amended Subscription
*The second amended Subscription
A. 120, -20, 40
B. 100, -20, 40
C. 100, 80, 120
D. 80, 0, 40

ANSWER: C

QUESTION NO: 10
If a manager is taking a leave of absence, how can the admin using Advanced Approvals ensure
that another manager will receive Approval requests during the period in which the original
manager is absent?
A. On the original manager's Approver record, reference a different manager's Approver record in
the Next Approver lookup field. Clear the Next Approver lookup field once the original manager
returns from leave.
B. Create an Approval Rule with an Effective Start Date and Effective End Date spanning the
absence. Populate the Approver field of the rule with the substitute Approver, then add the rule to
the existing Approval Chain as the first step.
C. On the original manager's Approver record, set the Delegated Approver lookup field to
reference a different manager's Approver record, and set the Delegation End field for the date of
the original manager's return.
D. Create a new Approver record, with the Group ID field set to the ID of a Public Group that
contains all of the managers. On the original manager's Approver record, click the Replace button
and select the new Approver record.

ANSWER: C
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QUESTION NO: 11
Universal Containers (UC) licenses shipping software that is sold for a fixed price based on each quantity tier as seen in the
table below. For example, buying eight licenses would cost a total of $1,800 rather than multiplying unit price by quantity.
Further discounts on this product are unavailable.

Which three steps should the Admin take to set up this pricing? (Choose three.)
A. Set Pricing Method to Fixed Price on the Product record.
B. Create Block Pricing records on the Product for each quantity tier with a different price for each tier.
C. Create a Slab Discount Schedule for the Product for each quantity tier with a different discount for each tier.
D. Set Non Discountable to True on the Product record.
E. Set Pricing Method to Block on the Product record.

ANSWER: B D E

QUESTION NO: 12
An Admin is setting up multiple Option Constraints. When configuring the bundle, a user should be unable to select Product
B unless the user has also selected Product A.
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What are two steps the Admin must take to set up the Option Constraint? (Choose two.)
A. The Active checkbox should be set to True.
B. Type should be Dependency.
C. Check Prior Purchases should be set to False.
D. Option Constraint Group should be populated.

ANSWER: A B

QUESTION NO: 13
Universal Containers wants to notify its users when approval is required to discourage users from discounting while in the
Quote Line Editor.
Which type of Product Rule should be used to meet this requirement?
A. Filter
B. Alert
C. Selection
D. Validation

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 14
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When creating Orders from Quotes with Salesforce CPQ, the Admin wants to separate similar Products into Orders based
on the Product Family of the Products being ordered. Which two steps must the Admin perform to automatically split these
types of Orders? (Choose two.)
A. Enable Allow Multiple Orders from a checkbox in the CPQ Package Settings.
B. Enable Allow Multiple Orders from a checkbox on the Quote.
C. Set the Order By field on the Quote Line to Product Family.
D. Set the Order By field on the Quote to Product Family.

ANSWER: A C

QUESTION NO: 15
Universal Containers has recently begun to transition away from a handful of legacy products. These Products should be
unavailable for selection on Quotes via CPQ to new or existing customers. The admin has deactivated the Products and
disabled the Use Inactive Prices' package setting, but the Products continue to show up on new business Quotes that are
submitted for approval.
What are two possible causes of this issue?
Choose 2 answers
A. Users have saved the legacy products to their List of favorites.
B. Users are cloning pre-existing Quotes that feature one or more of the legacy products.
C. Search Filters are too broad and are returning legacy products.
D. The Inactive legacy products have active Price Book Entries.

ANSWER: C D
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